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Contec® Specialty Cleaning
Products for Lab Animal Sciences
Mopping systems, wipes, application tools,
and disinfectants for every vivarium and every
type of surface.
For more than 30 years, Contec has been the leading manufacturer worldwide of missioncritical cleaning products and tools in facilities where mitigating risk of contamination is of
utmost importance. Contec’s products are used in a variety of critical life science industries −
biomedical, pharmaceutical manufacturing, cleanrooms, healthcare, acute care, medical device,
optics, and others.
Combining that knowledge and experience with that of our industry-specific distribution
partners, we understand the unique cleaning requirements of lab animal facilities. Contec’s
advantage in the market is two-fold:
1.

We develop and manufacture our mops, wipes, and other tools here in the USA at
our own quality-controlled facilities

2.

We have the broadest array of products in the lab animal space

With labor shortages hitting everyone, Contec’s products allow facilities to do more with less.
Our solutions-based product line maximizes labor with better results in less time. Simply said:
Safer.
Faster.
Cleaner.
Implementation of Contec critical cleaning tools can help reduce labor and costs while
improving cleanliness in the vivarium.
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Peroxigard®
Surface cleaner and disinfectant
Product information
Peroxigard® is an accelerated hydrogen peroxide (AHP). AHP® is a patented synergistic
blend of hydrogen peroxide at low concentrations combined with surfactants, wetting
agents, and chelating agents. This synergy dramatically increases hydrogen peroxide’s
germicidal efficacy and cleaning performance.
All ingredients in AHP are listed on the EPA inert lists and the FDA Generally Regarded as
Safe List (GRAS). The benefits of AHP have been evaluated and supported by over 55 peer
reviewed studies. Peroxigard has become the leading cleaner/disinfectant in the lab animal
sciences space. It is compatible with most surfaces and is faster than other disinfectants
on the market.
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Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

29101-CONT

Peroxigard RTU Disinfectant
Includes flip-top cap

32 oz. (0.9 L)

12/case

29105-CONT

Peroxigard RTU Disinfectant

1 gallon (3.8 L)

4/case

29109-CONT

Peroxigard RTU Disinfectant

5 gallon (19 L)

1/pail

29110-CONT

Peroxigard RTU Disinfectant

30 gallon

1/drum

29111-CONT

Peroxigard RTU Disinfectant

55 gallon

1/drum

VHH073

Peroxigard RTU Disinfectant
Secondary container label

29305-CONT

Peroxigard Concentrate Surface
Cleaner & Disinfectant

1 gallon (3.8 L)

4/case

29309-CONT

Peroxigard Concentrate Surface
Cleaner & Disinfectant with spout

5 gallon (19 L)

1/pail

29311-CONT

Peroxigard Concentrate Surface
Cleaner & Disinfectant

55 gallon

1/drum

VHH074

Peroxigard Concentrate
Secondary container label

29221-CONT

Peroxigard RTU Disinfectant Wipes

AHP425

Precise Test Strips for Peroxigard Concentrate
®

info@contecinc.com

10/pack

10/pack
6” x 7” (152 x 178 mm)

12/case
50/bottle
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ZeroGravity™ Mop System
Create a customized mop that fits your needs
Product information
ZeroGravity™ Mop Systems: Cleaning the vivarium is often time consuming and challenging.
Why? Many times, it comes down to a lack of effective and efficient tools. Contec has been
developing exceptional mopping systems for critical areas such as vivariums for over three
decades. We offer tools that not only reduce the time it takes to clean, but make the job
easier for the user.
Our innovative mopping system is called ZeroGravity because it’s extremely lightweight,
flexible, and puts the work on the system instead of the user. It’s designed so that one
handle can accommodate a variety of QuickChange™ interchangeable tools to perform
multiple tasks.
The blue ZeroGravity mop frame is 100% recyclable polypropylene with an extremely low
profile, making cleaning under racks, cages, and equipment easier than ever. The nonferrous
aluminum handles come in a variety of lengths and are easy to interchange as needed. They
are strong and durable yet light enough to reduce the strain on operators that traditional
mops can cause. The ZeroGravity’s innovative curved mop frame provides even distribution
of pressure for maximum cleaning.
Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

PRMH8014

ZeroGravity™ QuickChange Telescoping Aluminum
Handle, includes PRMH1003

56” - 100” (142 - 254 cm)

1/case

PRMH8015

ZeroGravity™ QuickChange Telescoping Aluminum
Handle, includes PRMH1003

38” - 68” (97 - 173 cm)

1/case

PRMH8005

ZeroGravity™ Mop Frame, blue

4” x 17.5” (10 x 44.5 cm)

6/case

2706H

SureFlex Flexible Mop Frame,
Blue TPE With Hook

15.3” x 4.5”
(38.9 x 11.4 cm)

1/case

PRMH1003

ZeroGravity™ QuickChange
Stationary Z-Clip Connector

9.75” (25 cm)

1/case

PRMH1004

ZeroGravity™ QuickChange
Adjustable Z-Clip Connector

9.75” (25 cm)

1/case

PRMH1005

ZeroGravity™ QuickChange
Claw Mop Connector

9.75” (25 cm)

1/case

4811

Dust Mop Frame with Telescoping Aluminum Handle

48” frame (121.9 cm)

1/case

Mopping Hardware

conteclas.com
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Bucket and Wringer System
2720

Polypropylene Double Bucket System
Two 6.5 gallon (25 L) buckets (red, blue), wringer, and
cart with casters

2738

Polypropylene sieve/wringer, blue

1/case

7949

Caster for UBKT0001 bucket (need 4)

1/case

UBKT0001

Polypropylene bucket, blue

6.5 gal (25L)

6.5 gal (25L)

1/case

1/case

Premira® Tight Quarter
pads and Hardware
Convenient tools for hood, bio-safety cabinet
and isolator cleaning
Product information
ZeroGravity™ handles also come in small sizes ideally suited for cleaning in confined areas
like hoods, isolators and bio safety cabinets. When paired with the Tight Quarters frame and
Premira® Tight Quarters pads, cleaning and disinfection is simple and easy. These specially
designed pads feature the cleaning power of fresh microfiber paired with a patented liquid
distribution system for excellent chemistry coverage and efficiency.

PRMM0002

Premira® Disposable Microfiber Mop Pads

5” x 11.25” (130 x 286 mm)

20/bundle; 10 bundles/case

PRMM3002

High-Res Mop featuring Premira Microfiber

5” x 11.25” (130 x 286 mm)

48/case

PRMH8003

ZeroGravity™ Aluminum Handle

20” (51 cm)

1/case

PRMH8049

ZeroGravity™ Tight Quarters Mop Frame, blue

4” x 9” (10 x 23 cm)

6/case

™

®

CleanScrub Pad
Effective scrubbing that won’t damage hard surfaces
Product information
For all those times when you need to remove stubborn debris from the floor, the
CleanScrub Pad can help. CleanScrub scores (versus scrapes) in opposite directions to
prevent damage to the floors/surfaces.
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Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

PRMS0405A

CleanScrub Pad

4” x 5” (102 x 130 mm)

30/case

PRMS0410A

CleanScrub Pad

4” x 10” (102 x 250 mm)

30/case

info@contecinc.com
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High Res Mop™ featuring
Premira® Microfiber
For wall and ceiling washing and cleaning
Product information
Our High Res Mop™ featuring Premira® Microfiber incorporates a layer of hydrophilic foam
to distribute larger amounts of fluid with an absorbent foam core that reduces dripping and
splashing risks, helping to reduce waste and occupational exposure to contaminants and
chemicals. This disposable lightweight pad helps eliminate the risks of cross-contamination.
Pairing the High Res Mop pad with Contec’s proprietary ZeroGravity™ mop frames and
handle offers dynamic cleaning potential. It’s versatile — perfect for cleaning vivarium glass,
floors, walls, and ceilings The High Res Mop is compatible with a wide variety of chemistries
including Peroxigard™.

Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

PRMM3001

High Res Mop™ featuring Premira® Microfiber

5” x 19” (130 x 483 mm)

36/case

PRMM3002

High Res Mop™ featuring Premira® Microfiber

5” x 11.25” (130 x 286 mm)

48/case

Edgeless® Floor Mop
Polyester string mop
Product information
The textured Edgeless® knitted polyester tube mop eliminates contamination from
breakage and deterioration of traditional string mops. It can be used with aqueous solutions
containing cleaning agents and/or disinfectants. The Edgeless Mop’s textured polyester
eliminates cotton and other cellulose fibers. It’s an ideal solution for larger areas, long
hallways, common rooms, and areas where more coverage is important to save time and
labor. The Edgeless Mop can be re-laundered up to two times for additional savings.

Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

PRMM4005

Edgeless Mop
Polyester tube mop, white

11 oz. (312 g)

25/case

EL-MOPT-GY

Long Textured Edgeless mop head, gray

16 oz. (454 g)

10/case

conteclas.com
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Premira® Microfiber Mop Pads
Disposable microfiber mop pads for maximum cleaning
and uniform chemical application
Product information
Premira® Microfiber single-use pads produce a superior clean every time, providing
excellent capture and removal of both visible and invisible soil and debris. When compared
to reusable textiles like cotton or laundered microfiber mops, Premira performs better at
removing animal hair, bedding elements, and other sources of possible contamination. These
single-use pads help reduce cross-contamination risks. Premira microfiber pads are bleachsafe, 100% synthetic, and will not neutralize quat or peroxide-based disinfectants. They also
provide simplified logistics and minimal storage footprint.

Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

PRMM0001

Premira® Disposable Microfiber Mop Pads

5” x 19” (130 x 483 mm)

240/case

PRMM0002

Premira® Disposable Microfiber Mop Pads

5” x 11.25” (130 x 286 mm)

200/case

PRMM0003

Premira® Disposable Microfiber Mop Pads

5” x 51” (130 x 1295 mm)

40/case

PRMP0001

Premira® Portables™

5” x 19” (130 x 483 mm)

280/case

Premira® Microfiber Wipes
Quickly removes dust, debris, fluids, and oils
Product information
When it comes to picking up small particulate like bedding, microfiber is the material of
choice, and Premira® Microfiber Wipes offer superior cleaning. The large size and quarterfolded format allow for flexibility of use. They are compatible with a wide variety of
chemistries and when used dry, the oleophilic properties of Premira Microfiber Wipes are
excellent at removing fingerprints, oily residues, etc.
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Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

PRMW3001

Premira® Microfiber Wipes, quarter folded

12” x 13” (305 x 330 mm)

600/case

PRCN0005

Replacement bucket for quarter folded wipes

1 gal. (3.8 L)

6/case

info@contecinc.com
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Unifore™ Surface Wipes
Polypropylene single-use wipes
Product information
Unifore™ Surface Wipes are an excellent, economical choice for efficient distribution of
chemistry. The perforated rolls and quarter folded options provide speed and convenience
for critical tasks.

Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

PRMW4008

Unifore™ Surface Wipes, half fold, perf roll

10” x 12” (250 x 305 mm)

40/roll; 8 rolls/case

PRMW4048

Unifore™ Surface Wipes, half fold, perf roll

10” x 12” (250 x 305 mm)

40/roll; 48 rolls/case

PRMW6030

Unifore™ Surface Wipes, half fold, perf roll

10” x 12” (250 x 305 mm)

60/roll; 30 rolls/case

PRMW1480

Unifore™ Surface Wipes,
Quarter folded with refillable bucket

12” x 13” (305 x 330 mm)

1120/case

PRMW1680

Unifore™ Surface Wipes, quarter folded

12” x 13” (305 x 330 mm)

1280/case

PRCN0005

Replacement bucket for quarter folded wipes

1 gal. (3.8 L)

6/case

PRCN0011

Replacement canister for perf rolls

76 oz. (2.3 L)

6/case

TuffStuff™ Wipes
Polyester/cellulose critical task wipes
Product information
TuffStuff™ are ideal for tough cleaning and maintenance tasks. These wipes offer an
excellent combination of sorbency and durability. They are very strong wet or dry and are
ideal for heavy-duty cleaning with solvents or cleaners. Longer lasting than paper towel
products, TuffStuff provides continual value.

Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

TSWC1214

TuffStuff™ Heavy Duty Wipes roll-in dispenser box

12” x 13” (305 x 330 cm)

500/roll; 1 roll/dispenser case

conteclas.com
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ContecClean™ Cloths
Economical disposable wipes in convenient sizes
Product information
ContecClean™ Cloths offer a great balance of performance and durability. Available in a
large selection of options, and ideal for application of a wide variety of chemistries with
excellent coverage.

Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

PRMW0069

ContecClean™ Cloths, perfed roll and canister

6” x 9” (152 x 230 mm) + 76
oz. (2.3 L) canister

60/roll; 22 rolls/case

PRMW9069

ContecClean™ Cloths, perfed roll

6” x 9” (152 x 230 mm)

90/roll; 20 rolls/case

PRWM0075

ContecClean™ Cloths, half fold, perfed roll

10.5” x 12” (267 x 305 mm)

75/roll; 12 rolls/case

PRMW1213

ContecClean™ Cloths, quarter folded, stacked

12” x 13” (305 x 330 mm)

500/case

PRMW1217

ContecClean™ Cloths, quarter folded, stacked

12” x 17” (305 x 432 mm)

150/box

PRCN0001

Replacement canister for perfed rolls

76 oz. (2.3 L) canister

6/case

PRCN0005

Replacement bucket for quarter folded wipes

1 gal. (3.8 L)

6/case

PRCN0007

White dispenser bucket with closable lid and
handle polypropylene for PRMW0075

1 gal. (3.8 L)

6/case

Multi-Purpose Wipes
100% biodegradable cotton and viscose
Product information
Made of 100% biodegradable cotton and viscose, our multi-purpose general cleaning wipes
are the “go to” solution for rapid spill pick up, as well as cleaning stainless steel, glass, and
more, while offering a more sustainable and environmentally friendly wipe.
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Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

PRMW4500

Contec Professional cotton/viscose multi-purpose
cleaning wipes, quarter folded

12” x 13” (305 x 330 mm)

500/case

PRCN0005

Replacement bucket for quarter folded wipes

1 gal. (3.8 L)

6/case

info@contecinc.com
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QuickChange™ High Dusters and
Premira® Microfiber Covers
Disposable covers for high cleaning applications
Product information
Premira® High Duster Cover offers single-use advantages for overhead cleaning
applications. The High Duster XF and Standard High Duster from Contec makes cleaning
hard-to-reach spaces easier when paired with our Premira® Microfiber High Duster
Covers. The covers are available in two sizes to fit the High Duster XF and the Standard
High Duster. The flexible body of our High Duster tools bend to hug surface contours and
reduces operator strain. The High Duster XF features a foam-free design to limit potential
harborage areas for hidden pathogens, making cleaning and maintenance simple.
Our High Dusters can be used as handheld tools to clean areas within arm’s reach. For
overhead surfaces, pair the High Duster with your choice of ZeroGravity™ QuickChange
handles. It’s ideal for cleaning air hoses connected to the rodent rack system, high ceiling
vents, between walls and heavy equipment, and in other difficult to reach areas

Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

High Dusters
PRMH1001

Standard High Duster, ZeroGravity™ QuickChange compatible

29.5” (75 cm)

1/case

PRMH2005

High Duster XF, ZeroGravity QuickChange compatible

24.25” (62 cm)

1/case

PRMW0001

Premira® Microfiber Standard High Duster Covers

3.5” x 20” (89 x 510 mm)

100/case

PRMW0112

Premira® Microfiber High Duster XF Covers

14.75” x 4” (374 x 102 mm)

200/case

™

High Duster Covers

conteclas.com
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Toolflex One™
Versatile, Hygienic, Color-coded Cleaning Tool Holder
Product information
Toolflex One™ is a versatile, wall mounted tool holder system to effectively organize,
efficiently store and quickly access a wide variety of tools of different sizes, shapes, and
contours, including sweeps, brooms, squeegees, deck brushes, mops, and other accessories.
Toolflex is the only known NSF Certified cleaning tool holder in the market. The system can
be cleaned-in-place or removed for cleaning in a cage wash. Holders are easy to mount and
can be quickly removed or adjusted to optimize storage in tight spaces (no tools required).
Toolflex is compatible with the ZeroGravity™ Mopping System and has a variety of special
holders for canisters, glove boxes, hoses and other attachments.

Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

5-3-5

Toolflex One™ aluminum rail with 3 one-size fits-all
holders, blue (mounting hardware included)

21.5” (54.6 cm)

1/case

9-5-5

Toolflex One™ aluminum rail with 5 one-size fits-all
holders, blue (mounting hardware included)

37” (93.9 cm)

1/case

P01H-5

Toolflex One™ 3-pack hooks, blue
(Toolflex One™ rail sold separately)

21.5” (54.6 cm) or
37” (93.9 cm)

3/pack

TF1-5

Toolflex One™ 2-pack one-size, blue
(Toolflex One™ rail sold separately)

21.5” (54.6 cm) or
37” (93.9 cm)

2/pack

3311-1

Toolflex One™ Glove Box Holder, black
(Toolflex One™ rail sold separately)

21.5” (54.6 cm) or
37” (93.9 cm)

1/case

3331-1

Toolflex One™ Canister Holder, black
(Toolflex One™ rail sold separately)

21.5” (54.6 cm) or
37” (93.9 cm)

1/case

3181-1

Toolflex One™ Hose Holder, black
(Toolflex One™ rail sold separately)

21.5” (54.6 cm) or
37” (93.9 cm)

1/case

3161-1

Toolflex One™ Universal Holder, black
(Toolflex One™ rail sold separately)

21.5” (54.6 cm) or
37” (93.9 cm)

1/case

*Other colors available via special order.
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Foamit
Dramatically improves process and reduces FTE hours
Product information
Foamit provides logistical solutions for everyday cleaning and disinfecting practices. It
dramatically improves process and reduces FTE hours. Saves money! Foamit can be used
as a mobile or wall-mounted unit to primate, large animal and cage wash areas where water
access is not available. More compact units can deliver cost saving and an easy-to-use
process for every task such as spraying/ foaming floors, cages walls, equipment and even
floor drains. These units are task oriented and can be modified to suit your every need,
making the Foamit systems used in conjunction with Contec mopping systems and wipes
the perfect solution to your process needs!
Part No.

Description

Packaging

FI-10N-B-SSBV

Portable Foam Unit - Battery Operated, 10-gallon,
Natural-Santo-SS Ball Valve Wand (FI-10N-B-SSBV)

1/case

FI-20N-B-SSBV

Portable Foam Unit - Battery Operated, 20-gallon,
Natural-Santo-SS Ball Valve Wand (FI-20N-B-SSBV)

1/case

FI-BP-15N

Portable Foam Unit- Battery Operated, 15 gallon, Natural-Santo- Includes MIX7

1/each

BSLA12V-17-A

Extra Battery unit, 12-Volt, 21 AH Sealed Lead Acid Battery Assembly with Leads

1/case

DFA

Drain Foam Attachment – 48” stem - 3.5 to 5 in.
Rubber Stopper - 12 in. SS Disc, Quick-Connects (DFA)

1/case

DFA-TR7

Drain Foam Attachment for Trench Drains-7” DIA Disk Brush

1/case

DFA-7

Drain Foam 7” SS Disc Assembly

1/case

NF-GRIFF-WM

Nilfisk Foam - Rinse-Spray Unit. Mobile unit with built in power. Plug in. Electric.
Water powered. Wall mounted.

1/case

NF-GRIFF-CRT

Nilfisk Foam - Rinse-Spray Unit. Mobile cart unit with built in power. Plug in.
Water powered.

1/case

CMS12x12

Slide Out Stand for Containers. Keeps Chemical containers off the floor.

1/case

CSTAND5x9

Wipe Stand. Holds Containers of wipes. Sits on the floor. Storage for extra container.
Stainless Steel construction

1/case

LI2x1

Lockable Rack unit. Wall mount. Stainless Steel. Holds 2-gallon containers.

1/each

FI-JR

Portable Compressor Foam Unit for pre-mix, SANTO, 120VAC, 1.5 hp air compressor,
65-degree fan tip, 25 ft. coiled twin-line hose

1/case

FI-TL

Wall-Mounted Foam Unit - Santo-Twin Line - with a 25 ft. hose as standard (requires
compressor F1HP516721)

1/case

SSHH-F

Hose Hanger, Stainless-Steel, wall-mounted hardware included (SSHH-F) - for use
with FWMF516L25

1/case

ACLA5721

Twin Stack Air Compressor, 1 HP, 2-gallon (ACLA5721) - for use with
Wall-Mounted Unit FWMF516L25

1/case

J5LIBLS

5-gallon Carboy Contec brand with locking cap

1/case

J2.5LIYLS

2.5-gallon Carboy Contec brand with locking cap

1/case

LI-2X1

Lockable Rack unit. Wall mount. Stainless Steel. Holds two-gallon containers.

1/each

TANK20-PT

20 Gallon PET Tank Vault 80 (16”x17”x47”) with Lid

1/each

conteclas.com
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Quality Assurance Kit
Enhance your QA program
Product information
Visual inspection and ATP after cleaning are the most common methods to determine if an
automated cage washer is working properly. Enhance your Quality Assurance program with
broader testing, redundancy, and improved data logging.
Contec’s Quality Assurance Kit contains everything needed to provide immediate, reliable,
and effective results of the cage wash process such as rinse ability, washing cycles
effectiveness, appropriate temperature within the cage washer, water hardness, and
any level of protein residue left on the equipment after washing. The Log Sheet which is
included with each kit enables charting routine results to monitor long-term outcomes. The
Log Sheet can also be a useful tool for training.
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Part No.

Description

Packaging

CNTC-001

Contec QA kit includes: (4 CW-101, 2 AT101,
1 Tosi WT101,1 PT-313, 1 Log sheet )

10/case

CW-101

Cage wash Tempachek™ temperature check strips.

10/sheet; 1/each

AT101

Cage wash Aquatest™ water test strips

1/each

WT101

Cage wash Proformance™ washer test (TOSI)

1/each

PT-313

Cage wash Prochek-II™ protein detection test

1/each

LOG SHEET

Log sheet

1/each

info@contecinc.com
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Contec, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC 29303 USA
tel: +1-864-503-8333
toll-free: 1-800-289-5762

info@contecinc.com
conteclas.com
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For more information or to purchase
Contec® Professional products,
please contact our sales team.

